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Initial Site Assessment and Observations 

In this investigation, students will make and record observations of the site they will 
be monitoring. This will familiarize them with the site and serve as baseline data to 
compare with future visits. 

Time: 45 minutes 

When: First visit to monitoring site 

Suggestions: Be sure to refer back to  
this assessment before each trip to the 
site. 
 

Learning Objectives:  

Students will demonstrate the ability 
to: 

 know the difference between    
observation and inference. 

 make observations using their 
senses. 

 use a map to identify and record 
key features of the site. 

Materials: Scavenger Hunt sheet,   
Initial Site Assessment Data sheet,  
pencils, map, markers 

Vocabulary: watershed, observation, inference, riparian 
zone, canopy, invasive species, erosion, substrate,             
discharge, meandering, channelized, residential,              
commercial 

Why are observations important? 
 

We all live in a watershed, an area of land in which water drains 
to the lowest point - ponds, streams, lakes and rivers. What we 
do on the land affects the water quality of those bodies of water. 
However, many students may not spend much time outdoors. 
Ponds, streams, lakes and rivers may be unfamiliar places about 
which students have thought very little. The best way to begin 
to know a place is to make observations. 

Observations, using as many senses as possible, help students 
focus on the environment around them. Observations train them 
to detect patterns, changes, similarities and differences. They 
become more aware and awareness leads to questions which 
lead to inquiry. Observations are the first step to thinking       
scientifically. 

The first time out to a new location can be overwhelming.     
Students may not yet have a context for what they are          
observing and don’t know how or what to observe. This activity 
guides students in their examination of the field site and        
collection of initial observations which will be used during the 
whole monitoring experience. This initial investigation will be the 
reference point for the year’s monitoring. Prompts like water  
level, leaves, stream speed, substrate and visibility of the water 
body bottom will build on seasonal changes. 

Standards: 

     NGSS (DCI): 

 Elementary: ESS2.A-B,E  

  ESS3.C 

 Middle:  ESS2.C 

  Refer to standards matrix for      

complete grade-level listing of all 

current and common core      

standards 
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Engage (classroom, pre-field) 

1. Observe a photograph:  Practice observing by 
showing students a photograph. The        
photograph can be of almost anything but 
one of the monitoring location or other body 
of water is appropriate. Include some action 
in the photo – students, wind, animals, etc. 
Ask the students to give you their              
observations, not their inferences; just what 
they see, not what they think is happening. 
For example, the trees along a stream have 

no leaves (observation). The trees are dead 
(inference). 

2. Observe with other senses. Bring in rocks, 
leaves, flowers etc. Have students “observe” 
with their eyes closed. 

3. Brainstorm: What do you think your         
monitoring site might look like? Will there be 
plants? Garbage? Wildlife? Footpaths?    
Drainage pipes? Fish? 

4. Project WET * Activity : Blue River  

1. As students approach the monitoring site,  
request that they cease talking and walk    
quietly, listening. 

2.  Initial Observations: At the site, allow        
students to spread out (arm’s length apart) 
and make initial observations without talking 
to one another. Ask them to close their eyes 
for 30 seconds and listen. What do they hear? 
Ask them to keep their eyes closed and take a 
deep breath. What do they smell? Now have 
them open their eyes and ask, “What do you 
feel?” and let them feel the water, the air, the 
soil and the plants (avoiding plants such as 
poison oak or stinging nettles!).  

3.  Scavenger Hunt: Let students pair up with a 
buddy and give them a copy of the Scavenger 
Hunt page. Feel free to adapt it to your site. 
The object is to focus their observations as 
they explore the site. Set distance and time 
boundaries for their exploration. Discuss their 
findings. 

4.  Data Sheet: As a large group or as groups of 
4-5 students (if chaperones or student leaders 
are available), continue with observations by 
filling out the Initial Site Assessment Data 
Sheet. Most of the observations on this sheet 

will not change substantially during the course 
of your monitoring and can be referenced  
before each trip to the site. Make sure       
students understand what they are observing. 

5.  Map: Have students draw a map of the site. 
Include the body of water, human landmarks 
such as bridges and paths, vegetation and 
landforms such as rocks and ledges. Label 
each feature and indicate the direction of   
water flow, if appropriate, and compass      
directions. If students have difficulty creating 
maps, a template may be created in the  
classroom with the outline of the stream and 
a few key features. This template can be    
reproduced for each pair of students.        
Students can then fill in the details as above 
and label them. The template sheets can be    
laminated and reused if the students use 
erasable markers. 

Explore (field activity) 

Materials:  
 Scavenger Hunt sheet 

 Data sheet 

 

 

 Pencils 

 Markers 
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Evaluate (field or classroom) 

1. How is the land being used by people around 
your body of water? How might that affect 
the water quality? 

2. Was there evidence of pollution? From where 
might it be coming? 

3. What questions do you have for the next site 
visit? 

4. What key features and patterns did you     
observe? Are they natural or human-made? 

Extend (post-field, classroom) 

1. Students could examine topographic maps of 
their watershed. They could calculate the  
watershed area, total stream length or lake 
area, and determine gradient. 

2. Based on their experience, students could  
develop the scavenger hunt for next year’s 
class. 

3. Project WET * Activity: Color Me a Watershed 

 

 

 

 
 http://www.mswildlife.org/media/AASStreamsidesurveyform.pdf 
 http://nwnature.net/cam/science/wq/docs/wq_data.pdf 
 http://water.epa.gov/scitech/monitoring/rsl/bioassessment/index.cfm 
 Mark K. Mitchell, William B. Stapp, 2008, Field Manual for Water Quality Monitoring: An Environ-

mental Education Program for Schools, 13th Edition, Kendall Hunt Publishing 
 Riparian and Aquatic Ecosystem Monitoring: A Manual of Field and Lab Procedures, 4th Edition, 

2003,  Student Watershed Research Project, Portland State University 
 
*See “Guidelines to Investigations” for Project WET activities information 

Resources 

1. Direct instruction of background information 
2. Discussion of results 
3. Develop a claim based on evidence – for    

example: 

 What do our results tell us about the health of 
the riparian zone?  

 Based on our observations, what is the      
potential for significant erosion at our site? 

Explain (post-field, classroom) 

http://www.mswildlife.org/_media/AAS_Streamside_survey_form.pdf
http://nwnature.net/cam/science/wq/docs/wq_data.pdf
http://water.epa.gov/scitech/monitoring/rsl/bioassessment/index.cfm
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1. Land Use: 

 ___ Forest ___ Wetlands  ___ Park                 ___ School  
 ___ Crops ___ Pasture/fields ___ Residential        ___ Commercial 

 Other/Comments: _____________________________________________________________ 

         a) Discharge pipes:  ___ No evidence     ___ Residential     ___ City     ___ Industrial 
         b) Other discharges: ___________________________________________________________________ 

         c) Litter:   ___Yes     ___ No     Type: _____________________________________________________ 
 

2. Riparian Zone:  

a) Width:   ___ <20 ft.   ___ 20 – 40 ft.     ___ 40 – 60 ft.     ___ >60 ft.      
b) Canopy cover:   ___ Open (< 60% cover)     ___ Closed (> 60% cover) 

c) Bank cover:     ___ Grasses   ___Forbs  ___ Shrubs   ___ Blackberry     ___ Trees     ___ No plants 
d) Invasive species:  ___ Present    ___ Absent   Type: __________________________________ 

 
3. Bank Stability and Erosion: 

a) Bank material:   ___ Clay     ___ Rocks     ___ Stones     ___ Dirt     ___ Mud 

b) Bank slope:   ___ Steep     ___ Moderate     ___ Slight 
c) Bank condition:  ___ Undercut     ___ Slightly eroded     ___ Moderately eroded      

              ___ Severely eroded     ___Riprap     ___ Concrete     ___ Natural 
d) Evidence of erosion control: ___ No    ___ Yes – type: ____________________________________ 

 

4. Stream Channel: 
a) Condition:    ___ Meandering (curvy)     ___ Channelized (straight) 

b) Estimated width:   ___ <10 ft.     ___ 10 – 25 ft.     ___ 25 – 50 ft.     ___ > 50ft. 
c) Estimated depth:   ___ < 6 in.     ___ 6 – 12 in.     ___ 13 – 24 in.     ___ 25 – 36 in.    

        ___ 36 – 72 in.     ___ > 72 in. 
d) Estimated speed:   ___________________ 

e) Estimated percent:  Riffle: _______     Glide: _______     Pool: _________ 

 
5. Lake or Pond: 

a) Condition:    ___ Dredged     ___ Silted-in     ___ Natural      ___ Dam present 
b) Estimated width: ______________ 

c) Estimated depth: ______________ 

 
6. Substrate (Water body bottom): Rank 1 (the most) to 4 (the least) 

a) Inorganic material:   ___ Boulders (>12 in.)     ___ Cobble (3-12 in)     ___ Gravel (.25-3 in.)     
___ Sand/Silt (<.25 in.) 

b) Compacted:    ___ Yes     ___ No 

c) Organic substrate:   ___ Muck    ___ Detritus     ___ Leaves     ___ Branches    ___ Logs, root wads   
d) Living substrate:    ___ Aquatic submerged plants     ___ Aquatic emerged plants 

           ___ Algae:   ___ Floating mats or globs    ___ Attached    ___ Suspended       
 

7. Water: 
a) Odor:   ___ None     ___ Fishy    ___ Sewage   ___ Chlorine    ___ Rotten eggs    ___ Chemical 

b) Color:   ___ Clear    ___ Brownish    ___ Greenish    ___ Milky    ___ Orange    ___ Gray 

c) Clarity:   ___ Clear     ___ Slightly turbid      ___ Turbid      ___ Opaque 
 

8. Weather: 
a) Rain in the last two days:  ___ None    ___ Trace    ___ Light   ___ Moderate   ___ Heavy 

b) Wind:   ___ None   ___ Light breeze    ___ Breezy    ___ Windy 

c) Cloud cover:   ___ Clear    ___ Partly cloudy   ___ Mostly cloudy    ___ Overcast 

Watershed Monitoring Network Initial Site Assessment Data Sheet 

Watershed: ___________________________________  Names: ______________________________ 

Location: ______________________________________  Class: _______________________________ 

Site: ________________________________________  Date: _________________ Time: _________ 
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1. Land Use: 

 ___ Forest ___ Wetlands  ___ Park                 ___ School  
 ___ Crops ___ Pasture/fields ___ Residential        ___ Commercial 

 Other/Comments: _____________________________________________________________ 

         a) Discharge pipes:  ___ No evidence     ___ Residential     ___ City     ___ Industrial 
         b) Other discharges: ___________________________________________________________________ 

         c) Litter:   ___Yes     ___ No     Type: _____________________________________________________ 
 

2. Riparian Zone:  

a) Width:   ___ < 6 m     ___ 6 – 12 m     ___ 12– 18 m     ___ > 18 m 
b) Canopy cover:   ___ Open (< 60% cover)     ___ Closed (> 60% cover) 

c) Bank cover:     ___ Grasses   ___Forbs  ___ Shrubs   ___ Blackberry     ___ Trees     ___ No plants 
d) Invasive species:  ___ Present    ___ Absent   Type: __________________________________ 

 
3. Bank Stability and Erosion: 

a) Bank material:   ___ Clay     ___ Rocks     ___ Stones     ___ Dirt     ___ Mud 

b) Bank slope:   ___ Steep     ___ Moderate     ___ Slight 
c) Bank condition:  ___ Undercut     ___ Slightly eroded     ___ Moderately eroded      

              ___ Severely eroded     ___Riprap     ___ Concrete     ___ Natural 
d) Evidence of erosion control: ___ No    ___ Yes – type: ____________________________________ 

 

4. Stream Channel: 
a) Condition:    ___ Meandering (curvy)     ___ Channelized (straight) 

b) Estimated width:   ___ < 3 m     ___ 3 – 6 m    ___ 6 - 10 m   ___ > 10 m 
c) Estimated depth:   ___ <15 cm     ___ 16 – 30 cm     ___ 31 – 60 cm     ___ 61 – 90 cm.    

        ___ 91 – 182 cm     ___ > 182 cm 
d) Estimated speed:   ___________________ 

e) Estimated percent:  Riffle: _______     Glide: _______     Pool: _________ 

 
5. Lake or Pond: 

a) Condition:    ___ Dredged     ___ Silted-in     ___ Natural      ___ Dam present 
b) Estimated width: ______________ 

c) Estimated depth: ______________ 

 
6. Substrate (Water body bottom): Rank 1 (the most) to 4 (the least) 

a) Inorganic material:   ___ Boulders (>30 cm)     ___ Cobble (7 - 30 cm)     ___ Gravel (.5 - 7 cm)     
___ Sand/Silt (<.5 cm) 

b) Compacted:    ___ Yes     ___ No 

c) Organic substrate:   ___ Muck    ___ Detritus     ___ Leaves     ___ Branches    ___ Logs, root wads   
d) Living substrate:    ___ Aquatic submerged plants     ___ Aquatic emerged plants 

           ___ Algae:   ___ Floating mats or globs    ___ Attached    ___ Suspended       
 

7. Water: 
a) Odor:   ___ None     ___ Fishy    ___ Sewage   ___ Chlorine    ___ Rotten eggs    ___ Chemical 

b) Color:   ___ Clear    ___ Brownish    ___ Greenish    ___ Milky    ___ Orange    ___ Gray 

c) Clarity:   ___ Clear     ___ Slightly turbid      ___ Turbid      ___ Opaque 
 

8. Weather: 
a) Rain in the last two days:  ___ None    ___ Trace    ___ Light   ___ Moderate   ___ Heavy 

b) Wind:   ___ None   ___ Light breeze    ___ Breezy    ___ Windy 

c) Cloud cover:   ___ Clear    ___ Partly cloudy   ___ Mostly cloudy    ___ Overcast 

Watershed Monitoring Network Initial Site Assessment Data Sheet (metric) 

Watershed: ___________________________________  Names: ______________________________ 

Location: ______________________________________  Class: _______________________________ 

Site: ________________________________________  Date: _________________ Time: _________ 
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 Something cool 

 Something warm 

 Something rough 

 Something smooth 

 A bird singing 

 Water flowing over 

rocks 

 Traffic 

 Construction 

 Leaf blower or lawn 

mower 

 Wind 

 Insect noise  

 Earthy dirt 

 Odorless water 

 Fragrant flower 

 Cars or traffic 

 Toothed leaf 

 Scat (animal waste) 

 Tree taller than a 

streetlight 

 Plant with thorns 

 Animal tracks 

 Plant in the water 

3 signs of humans: 

1. ____________________ 

2. ____________________ 

3. ____________________ 

Watershed Monitoring Network—Initial Site Assessment and Observations 

SCAVENGER HUNT 
Use your senses (Feel, Listen, See, Smell) 


